


Storytelling

Clips and playlists customized to document the corporate identity and
provide a calibrated video communication released over a
period of time

Shooting techniques with shoulder cameras and equipment

Softwares graphic animation, compositing and video editing

Items professional shooting

custom intro and outro

color correction application

visual effects creation

subtitling

soundtrack application

voice dubbing production

Editing realization of different shots for formulation of the optimal
result for final clips

Rendering final processing for production of the final clips

Web communication social media and CPC plans addable for video promotion

Post-production through color correction, light/shadow effects, perfect
stabilization and blurring of all selected shots

Media released edited audio, male voice over and video, ready for use

Team

Cameramen 1x

Video editors 1x

Colorists 1x

Copywriters 1x

Social media specialists 1x

Distribution

Social media posting our social media team will create a scheduled plan for
each video produced to give it a good organic traffic

we will activate a CPC campaign to promote your videos
and make them reach a larger public

Without distribution the videos will be published on YouTube in 1 time without
scheduled programming

Google Ads campaigns



Methods and timing

Communication with the team direct during the intervention and via e-mail

Video production within the above-listed parameters

Service activation 25 days

Set up 150 days

Techniques and technologies

Camera types calibrated on the different scenes and sequences

freehand

tripods

slider

stabilizer

trolley with wheels

softbox, LED lamps and portable awning

Number of interventions 4

Shooting tiime 4 hrs

Location up to 4 different locations chosen by the client. If the place
is located outside the Italian territory, a separated quote
must be made for travel, room and board of the
photographic team.

Techniques close up

arc shot

small shot

handheld shot

Applicable effects typography

bicubic sampling

3D fog

blurring control

merge

color balance

hue/saturation

time dilation

bulge

alteration

expression controls

fractal

simple reduction

matte reduction

Equipment



explosion

foam

water waves

posterize

HDR

lightnings

drawn text

Playlists 2 series, 4 series or single video

Clips 3 for each playlist

Output file time 1 to 2 mins for each video, 10 mins for the single video




